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German population, the preaching was almost without results
on tfie Brazilian intelligence. There are good reasons for it,
since you can hardly hope to make a gospel of exact racial
homogeneity acceptable to any of the great amalgams which
compose the modern world; and the small-town particu-
larism of Bavaria, which sounds such nonsense to the un-
believing ears of the British Empire and the United States,
is equally nonsensical in the vast spaces and blended popu-
lation of the United States of Brazil. Besides, there is a
special reason which obstructs Brazilian hearing. The whole
history of the Brazilian republic, and indeed the later
phases of the Brazilian Empire too, are marked by a peculiar
and uniform insistence upon toleration; and, given this
healthy cast of the whole national intelligence, it is unlikely
that any persecuting creed will ever gain acceptance there.
For that great country is still living in the Twentieth
Century and remains profoundly disinclined to solve its
problems by a short cut through the Twelfth.
This obstinate modernity of outlook affords, perhaps, the
most salutary experience for any visitor from Europe. You
will find it almost equally in each of the great countries of
the Southern Hemisphere which broke their colonial leading-
strings a century ago. In all of them, with perhaps one
exception, there was an early stage of political development
to which their citizens look back to-day with the same lack of
reverence as that with which a British voter now regards the
Wars of the Roses. For interludes of varying duration
dictators exercised control in almost every part of South
America except Brazil, until the suffering democracies ejected
them, Brazil, almost alone, avoided that infection by the mild
homoeopathic treatment of the Empire. But the symptoms
were almost uniform in almost every other state; and in
practically every case these tyrannies were ended by an
emphatic indication of the people's will. Rosas in
Argentina, Francia and Lopez in Paraguay are old, ill-
omened names with echoes of a gloomy past. The clank
of chains, the rattle of firing-parties still sound in them;

